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My device call recording settings

Dear Lifehacker, I would like to record recordings of my phone calls with colleagues so we can refer to them for notes later. Is there an easy way to do this on my smartphone? Thank you, Spoken, Not TypedDear Vague James Bond Reference, As long as you just want to record your consensual conversations with colleagues, you should be okay, but for everyone else, it's a good
idea to redecorate when it's legal to record conversations first. That said, you have some options. Our choice: Google VoiceG/O Media can get a commissionCubii Pro Under-Desk EllipticalGoogle Voice gets its own section because it requires little more than just a download to set up. If you already have an GV number, then you're ready to go, but not everyone does. If you just
need to record a call every now and then, it may be worth the time to set up a new, dedicated number and instruct your colleagues to call that line when you need to record. Because Google Voice is associated with calls in Gmail, you're not just limited to calls placed through phones. Desktop users can also record incoming calls. However, there is one warning: Google Voice can
only record incoming calls. This is likely to help prevent abuse and avoid legal gray areas since users can't call and start recording until the other party has a chance to give permission or hear the notification that the call is being monitored. To start recording while on a call, simply press 4. This works across platforms and does not require a dedicated app. When you're done, you
can either press 4 again to stop recording or just hang up. The audio file appears in your Google Voice account, which you can access through apps on iOS, Android, or online. Other free methodsWe like Google Voice because it solves many of the problems related to call recordings in advance: calls are routed through Google's servers so they are easy to record, and there is no
need to write an app that supports a hundred phones. But when you're dealing with phone calls that aren't via VoIP, you're driving dangerously close to wiretap laws, which can get complicated. Most developers solve this problem in one of two ways. The first way is raw, but (sometimes) effective: recording all sound through the microphone. To do this, turn up the volume or use the
speakerphone. Unfortunately, this will usually result in extremely poor sound quality, but it gets the job done. Record My Call for Android uses this method, although the iPhone seems to block the ability to record via the microphone while completely in a conversation. InCall Recorder for Android deviates from this method by being able to record a phone call without resorting to the
microphone. However, some users in the Play Store have found it incompatible with the device, but mileage may vary. This obviously does not help iOS users. More reliable paid methodsThe second method of skirting eavesdropping laws is to phone calls through a VoIP service. Many services offer the ability to a call while running through its own servers. This allows the user to
record both incoming and outgoing calls on any device (which technically works like Google Voice as well). Here are some services you can try that will cost you money: IntCall (pay per minute, iOS and Android)Handsfree.ly (pay per call, iOS)Record phone calls ($10 for app + annual maintenance, iOS and Android) The pricing models are different for each service and can be
expensive if you need them for more than just a few minutes every few minutes now and then. However, you will avoid many of the technical issues that some of the free apps encounter. You have many options for recording calls, but if you're not a Google Voice user, you may need to do some trial and error to find out what works and what doesn't work on your handset. Also be
sure to check local laws to ensure that call recordings are legal and get the consent of everyone on the call whenever possible, just to be safe. Sincerely,Lifehacker Image credit: TechRadar Sometimes you need to record a phone call to listen back to it, whether it's for work, business or sentimental reasons - but neither Android nor iPhone phones have a built-in way to do this. So if
you are determined to save your phone call as an audio file, there are a few different options available for you to do so. The laws on recording calls vary from country to country, so make sure you don't break the law until you try any of these call recording methods by doing some research - it doesn't hurt to check with the other party before you start recording, though. How to
record a phone call on Android or iPhone using another deviceThe easiest way to record a phone call would be to use another phone or tablet - if you have one, as ice.iOS products have an app called voice memo, and Android has voice recorder, so if you take the phone call in speaker mode, and set up the other device to record , you can pick up both sides of the conversation.
Image credit: TechRadar The main problem with this is that you can accidentally record other sounds, such as people passing by or surrounding sounds, and depending on the microphone on the other device, the sound quality can make it a little difficult to pick up the sound of the call. How to record a phone call on Android or iPhone using Google VoiceMost people's go-to app for
call recording is Google Voice, which is a Google app (as the name suggests) that simplifies Wi-Fi calls. You can set up the app to detect incoming calls, even if it doesn't work for outgoing calls. When you're in the app, find the settings menu, then select calls, and then tap incoming call settings. When enabled, when you tap number 4 on the number number while on a call, the app
will start recording the call. Both parties will hear a voice notify you that happens so that both parties know that the call is being recorded. Image credit: TechRadar Google Voice is currently not available in all countries, so the technique of recording a call will not work depending on where you live - it is best you check that the app works well ahead of the conversation you intend to
record. How to record a phone call on Android or iPhone using a call recorder app If you can't use Google Voice or don't want to, there are some other call recorder apps you can use — but they have drawbacks. Some of the apps cost, others require you to pay depending on how much of a call you register and those free have questionable security. Here are some to check out if
you're looking for an app to record your calls: Call Recorder , an Android app that can record calls and help you manage your recordings, either by backing them up to the cloud or by categorize them. It also has caller ID features to help you identify unknown numbers. Call Recorder Lite – an iOS app that lets you record both incoming and outgoing calls. You'll need to pay to listen
back to longer conversations, but you can record for as long as you want. There are many similar apps in the Play Store and App Store, but if you want a free one, it's best to check store ratings and reviews just to make sure it works well. These are the best apps you can download on Android and iOS Recording calls are not something most people need to do, and it's not even
legal everywhere or under any circumstances. So it makes sense that Apple has not installed it as a core component of iOS. However, there are situations where it is perfectly okay to record a conversation, such as whether you are interviewing over the phone or otherwise have legal permission to record. If you want to record both incoming and outgoing calls, the best option is a
call recording app. There aren't very many good free call recording apps out there, but there are quite a few options if you're willing to pay a fairly modest amount. We've tried out some call recorders, while others get high reviews from users. Also note that the GetHuman website is a potential solution to record customer service calls specifically or find resources to resolve
consumer-related issues. iPhone apps If you have consent and it is legal, there are several useful apps that allow you to record a call on iPhone. Here are some good ones. Rev Call Recorder (free) You can record incoming and outgoing calls on your iPhone with this free app, as long as you have an American phone number to register with. There is no subscription, no hidden
costs, no limit on the length or number of calls you can record, and the quality is usually good. The app has a new outgoing call flow that makes recording easier. Enter the phone number you want to call, and that's it — you can download the audio file afterwards and do whatever you want with it. It has also added a call recording alert for outgoing calls. For more specificity, Rev
offers a transcription service shaped by human translators for Accuracy. If you want a free call recording app, you'll no longer see - this is the best available. App Store TapeACall TapeACall ($11) If you don't mind paying for a decent app, consider TapeACall Pro. For just $11, you get unlimited call recording for one year, regardless of who or where you call. They show the price of
unlimited calls of $20 per year. TapeACall creates a three-way conversation between you, the caller, and the company's service. When you're on a call you want to record, just start TapeACall and tap record. The app dials the ribbonaCall access number and starts recording. Then, merge the conversations into a three-way conference call, and the conversation is recorded. When
you're done talking, the recordings are available in the app. You'll then get a link to access your recordings privately online, or to share via email, text or social media. Or you can simply download the recording to your computer or upload it to Dropbox, Google Drive, or other cloud storage. App Store Related Content Best iPhone apps Best iPhone games How to record the screen
of iPhone Call Recorder Pro ($10) You can record incoming or outgoing calls with this app, but you must first set up a three-way call by putting the call on hold, dialing in the recorder through the app and then merging the calls. But that means you can start recording conversations that are already in progress, which is an advantage. Call Recorder Pro is a reliable service that makes
it easy to manage your recordings, and you can download and share them via SMS, email, Dropbox, and other apps. The $10 fee will get you 300 minutes, but you can also buy 150 minutes for $5 or 30 minutes for $1. App Store IntCall Call Recorder (free) IntCall Call Recorder helps you make calls and record national or international calls and save these recordings on your
phone. You must use a GSM carrier and support both hold and conference calls. With pay-per-minute pricing, IntCall can be an excellent choice depending on the country you are calling. The app operates with prepaid credit or pay-as-you-go and rings over VoIP. They calculate the price of each call per destination and minute. You can also get a weekly subscription call via
regular channels, but in that case you need to hold a conference for the recording. You can buy several minutes for $5, $10 or $20, but the call cost per minute varies, so check out the price list first - you can reach most countries for 10 to 20 cents per minute. Updated features include support for iOS 14, the ability to view the phone number and name of outgoing calls in the
recording and log screens if they originate from the address book, and the ability to automatically send you the recording email. App Store Phone Call Recorder – ACR (free) This highly rated app is a full-featured, high-quality automatic phone recorder that helps you record an unlimited number of outgoing or incoming calls. When recording is complete, the recording is available to
listen to, delete, save to Dropbox, iCloud and Google Drive; or share by email, or social media. The ACR call recorder uses conference call function to record calls. The app has unlimited incoming, outgoing and photo call recordings, access to recordings right after the call, the ability to share recordings in multiple ways, or export recordings to third-party apps. App Store How to
record an incoming call using Google Voice If you're looking for a good, free option, and you just need to record incoming calls, Google Voice can be the ideal choice, and it can help you filter out unwanted calls as well. You'll need to send your phone number over to Google to access the recording feature, and it can't record outgoing calls. This makes it quite inconvenient if you
hope to record calls you need to start or if you like your current operator. Read our guide on setting up Google Voice if you're not familiar with the app. To record incoming calls with Google Voice on iOS 13 and 14, you must first set up an account. Just go to voice.google.com and follow the instructions. When your account is up and running, the next step is to enable call recording,
so you can record and automatically save the call as an MP3 file. Step 1: Navigate to the Main Google Voice page. Step 2: Click the Settings (gear icon) in the upper left corner of the window. Step 3: Scroll down to the Calls section and make sure that Incoming call options are enabled. To listen to recorded phone calls on your iPhone, you need to download the Google Voice app.
With this app, you can record incoming calls in Google Voice by tapping number 4 on your phone's keyboard during the call. Make sure you answer your phone in the Google Voice app using your Google Voice phone number, not the original iPhone phone app associated with your phone number. This triggers an automatic vote that notifies both parties that the call is being
recorded. To stop recording, press 4 again or end the call normally. Once you've stopped recording, Google automatically saves the conversation so you can listen to later. If everything is set up correctly and you have answered and recorded the call on your phone, you will see the recorded call listed under the Calls and Voicemail tabs. To listen to the call, press the arrow and
turn up the volume. You will also get an email directing you to your conversation in your browser. Recording using an external voice recorder DeciVibe Digital Voice Sound Recorder Another option is to use a dedicated voice recorder designed to connect directly to your smartphone's 3.5-millimeter connector (if you have a phone that still has one) or connect via Bluetooth. Products
such as the Olympus TP-8 Phone Retrieval Microphone, a portable earphone that registers both you and the caller, will do the job. If you have a newer iPhone, you may need to use a lightning-to-headphone adapter. You can also consider the RecorderGear PR200 Bluetooth Mobile Phone Call Recording Device if you want to connect Or, if you you slightly higher quality that
connects via the headphone port, check out Techerific's DeciVibe Digital Voice Recorder. Editors' recommendations
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